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Abstract

Methodology

Indigenous knowledge are represented in form of
folklore, proverbs etc. Because Proverbs are advisory,
they were used to resolve challenges in indigenous
societies. However, digitisation has made them
dormant knowledge instead of active wisdom; in that
electronic proverbs lack supporting information
needed to apply them for problem solving. We thus
aimed at designing a representation of proverbs with
semantic technologies to ease their application to
social problem both by humans and conversational
applications.
We adapted research through design methodology
which affords researchers to design processes
required to achieve desired aim. Consequently, we
conducted literature review, interviews and workshop
where necessary to gather data. Upon analysis of data,
we
designed
a
representation
of
proverbs
implementable as objects. We validated the
representation by developing a chatbot that responds
to complaints with proverbs and evaluating the
responses. The evaluation reveals that the responses
are reasonable and out-of-the-box.

Fallman (2003) said, “HCI researchers need to design
research prototypes in order to be able to perform
tests and evaluations”. He called research based on
such prototype “research through design”. This pilot
study was performed using this approach that is, the
processes of achieving this study’s aim were designed
as shown in figure 1, and both process and resulting
artefact were tested and evaluated.

Results
Figure 2 shows the rating of the complaint-advise pair by the
evaluators. Greater than 90% of the responses were rated
reasonable, sensible and helpful. Thus, the designed
representation of proverbs is efficient.

Introduction
Greiner (1998) defined Indigenous Knowledge (IK) as the
unique traditional and local knowledge existing within and
developed around the specific condition of women and men
indigenous to a particular geographic area. He asserted
that IK development covers every aspect of life, including
management of the natural environment and it is pivotal to
the survival of the people. It is stored in people’s memories
and activities, expressed in stories, songs, folklore, dances,
myth, cultural values, beliefs, rituals, community laws, local
language and taxonomy, agricultural practices, equipment,
materials, plant species, animal breed and proverbs. Of
interest are proverbs because they contain time-tested
wisdom and are efficacious to social problem solving. Thus,
harnessing ubiquitous computing, wisdom can be made
available to people in order to solve individual social
challenges. However, proverbs are yet to be represented
and preserved with technologies that maximise their
usefulness. Our research thus aimed to design a semantic
proverb representation that allows linguistic AI applications
to apply indigenous proverbs to contexts (complaints). This
aim was achieved by identifying minimum metadata
about proverbs required to identify, explain, interpret
and apply best fitting proverb(s) to a domain context from
a pool of proverbs; designing an appropriate semantic
representation of proverbs; developing an application
to test
the usability of the representation by linguistic
applications and agents; and evaluating the suitability of
proverbs applied to context by linguistic application
based on this
representation.

Data gathering: Data gathering was done at several other
phases of the research. We gathered same human complaints,
proverbs, training data to predict domain of occurrence of a
complaint, possible lesson a user might need.
Evaluation: The system was evaluated in two phases. Cluster
colleagues interacted with the chatbot and rated the
usefulness of the output proverbs on a scale of 1 to 5. The
second evaluation took the form of a questionnaire. Recall
some complaints were gathered numbering up to 70. Thirty
(20) of them were discussed with the chatbot and the response
recorded. These responses were subsequently giving to 20
person to rate on a scale of 1 to 5. For example, when the
complaint “my boyfriend cheats on me” was discussed with the
chatbot, it advised with a proverb that suggests mindfulness of
people that hurt and tend to reconcile when they are in
need,because such are not really repentant. Nineteen other
complaint- response pair were rated by evaluators.

Figure 1: Processes followed to achieve the aim of the research

The major processes are :
Literature review: We used review to identify some of the
minimum metadata required to apply proverbs to
contexts. Sad enough, literature only contain descriptive
information about proverbs. This necessitated other
forms of inquiry and thus ethnography.
Observational study: We used ethnography to determine
how proverb users adapt proverbs to problems or
complaints. Our interview sessions took the form of
common chat and thus interviewees were much relaxed.
This processes revealed that lesson a proverb teaches,
speaker and listener’s level of proverb use, the
environment, the domain of complaint and individual
experience contribute the selection of proverb a person
would apply to a complaint.
Design of semantic representation: Given the factors
mentioned above, a JSON definition of proverbs was
designed.
Implementation of the semantic definition of proverbs:
This process entails an iterative development of an
application that take human complaints as input and
responds with a proverb. The second iteration
incorporated a chatbot that interfaces with the retrieval
and ranking algorithm. The ranking algorithm uses the
suspected need of a person in his or her complaint, the
predicted domain of complaint, possible lessons that
might be useful to the user to ranke the retrieved
proverbs.
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Recommendations
Our recommendation owes its strength to the
motivation for this research. At a point, the
World Health Organisation declared suicide rate
to be 1 every 40 seconds. We believe this is due
in part to the fact that people lack confidants or
source of inspiration to resolve pressing needs.
And we knowing that wisdom reside in
indigenous proverbs, we embarked on this
research to provide time-tested wisdom to
people through their phones and PDAs.
Although, this solution is not production ready,
further work would perfect the limitations. In
this vein, having used indigenous knowledge as
a solution to social challenge, we recommend to
the community of solution architects to
consider Indigenous knowledge as source of
possible solution to social challenges.
We also recommend that IK be considered as a
means of abating AI fear and human skepticism
towards AI. Because IK includes the norms
peculiar to a people. When adequate
representations of IK are developed so that AI
systems can learn them, the result would be
Indigenous knowledge ept artificial intelligence.
Such systems would pose little or no treat to
human.
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Figure 2: Evaluation and rating og complaint-response pair.

Conclusion
We have been able to prove that beyond archiving indigenous
knowledge as historical artifacts, they can be represented in
order to serve as active wisdom. Indigenous proverbs have been
defined semantically to aid their usage by linguistic applications
in order to aid humans in solving social challenges. Furthermore,
incorporating proverbs into linguistic AI responses would aid
human computer interaction by easing human skepticism while
interacting with AI solutions.
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